
Fall Show General Guidelines 
 
***Please note these guidelines may change.  
 
Where 

1. Jack Adams Hall, SFSU campus 
 
Designer Qualifications and Guidelines 

1. Open to all San Francisco State University students. 
2. No minimum or maximum garment requirement. 
3. Must complete garment/collection by deadline. 
4. Garments can be created from a commercial pattern or an original design. 
5. Garments/collection may not be removed after final submission. 
6. Garments/collection may be removed from show due to incomplete or poorly 

constructed submissions. 
7. We highly recommend designers to supply their own models. 
8. Designers providing their own models are responsible for arranging their own 

meetings for fittings. 
9. If designers do not provide their own model, their garments/collections will be 

assigned a model based on garment size and show line up needs during the fitting 
days listed below. Please note that the designer will not be involved in this 
process. 

10. Although designers are not required to attend the fitting days or rehearsal date, 
designers are welcome to come. 

 
Model Qualifications and Guidelines 

1. Open to all San Francisco State University students. 
2. We encourage all individuals to apply to be a model, and we welcome people of 

all gender, sexuality, size, shape, race, ethnicity, religion, age, and physical 
ability. 

3. Models will be assigned to designers based on garment size requirements. Please 
note, applying does not guarantee a spot in the show. Some models may be cut 
last minute if garments are not complete or if garments are cut from the show. 

 
Model and Designer Applications 

1. A model and designer application will be made available in the beginning of Fall 
semester.  

 
Fitting Days 

1. These are 30-minute sessions, which will be scheduled only with models who 
applied through FNA.  

2. These sessions are not required for models provided by designers.  
3. Designers who provided their own models are required for organizing their own 

fit sessions.  
 



Garment/Collection Deadline 
1. This is the day the garments are due to FNA. 
2. Designers must submit their garments by this date and time or they will not be 

able to participate in the show.  
 
Dress Rehearsal 

1. Generally, this is the day before the show and lasts up to 3.5 hours.  
2. Models must attend.  
3. Designers are encouraged to attend.  

 
Garment Pick-Up After Show 

1. Designers must pick up garments directly after show from backstage. 
2. If designers cannot attend show, they must pick them up by the last week of class. 

The pick up dates and times will be scheduled with an FNA member or officer. 


